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In 2015 Station Count, Country’s Still Top Of the World. 
Country’s dominance of U.S. radio continued unabated in 
2015, registering a fourth-consecutive year of growth in the 
number of stations airing the evergreen format. There were 
2,125 country stations in December 2015, a 2% increase 
over 2014, according to Inside Radio’s PrecisionTrak 
database. Country’s station count pivoted in 2012, when it 
reversed a five-year decline. It’s been climbing ever since. 
“Country should remain very healthy,” says Hubbard Radio 
VP of programming Greg Strassell. But some wonder how 
long it can continue its momentum. “It is such a lifestyle 
format and that success will depend on its ability to continue 
to connect with its audience outside of the music,” says 
Jeff Sottolano, VP of programming, CBS Radio. News/talk 
remained No. 2 with 1,354 outlets, a 3% decline from 2014. 
Based on station count, the format peaked in 2012 with 
1,506 outlets and has been bleeding stations ever since. 
However, with a divided electorate heading into a crucial 
election, the format may gain some ground back this year. 
“But after this election, all bets are off,” says Justin Chase, 
Beasley Media Group’s VP of programming. The number of Spanish-language stations jumped 4% last year to 872, to rank 
third. It was followed by classic hits, which grew to 850 outlets, up from 785 one year earlier. Sports dipped slightly to 780 to 
rank fifth. Rounding out the top 10 are AC (sixth with 600 stations), CHR (seventh with 577), classic rock (eighth, 486), hot 
AC (ninth, 469) and oldies (tenth, 365).

R&B Adult/Oldies—Evolution Key To Continued Rise. Propelled by an upsurge in the number of classic hip-hop stations, 
the R&B adult/oldies format category grew by a whopping 30% in 2015, making it the fastest-growing format based on 
station count. However, the large percentage increase is tempered by a relatively small station base: R&B adult/oldies grew 
from 56 outlets in December 2014 to 73 one year later. Whether it continues its upward trajectory depends on how classic 
hip-hop evolves, programmers say. “If we don’t evolve this format it will be a short-term proposition,” says Beasley Media 
Group VP of programming Justin Chase. “The music alone will not sustain the format,” 
adds Entercom president of programming Pat Paxton. It needs relevant announcers, 
lifestyle promotions and contests and upbeat and fun imaging to grow, Paxton says. 
Among major formats, classic hits made the greatest gain in number of stations, 
jumping 8% to 850 outlets, according to Inside Radio/PrecisionTrak. Classic hits has 
added stations every year save one in the past decade, corresponding with a parallel 
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decrease in the volume of oldies stations. (Oldies took another tumble in 2015, dropping 17%.) “Classic hits had another 
great year and keeps proving that its appeal is timeless as it has continued to evolve with its audience’s tastes,” says CBS 
Radio VP of programming Jeff Sottolano. The infusion of more ‘80s music is one reason why. “If you’re 35-49, the music of 
your youth is really ‘80s and early ‘90s, so it’s a natural evolution for the format,” says RadioAnimal principal Dom Theodore. 
Ethnic-formatted stations continue a rising trajectory; for more, go to InsideRadio.com.

Borrell Sees Local Ads Surging to $132B in 2016. Local advertising is poised to surge 16.4%, from $113 billion in 2015 to 
$132 billion this year, according to a new forecast from Borrell Associates. Key drivers are a $5.5 billion injection from state 
and local election ads, and $17 billion in additional spending that local businesses are likely to dole out for digital media. “The 
‘X Year’ has arrived,” Borrell says, meaning the lines that represent analog media and digital media will begin to cross. “This 
year, digital advertising will reach the halfway point, accounting for roughly half of all local advertising expenditures,” the 
report states. Radio, according to Borrell, is slated to grab 7.6% of that $132 billion in local ad spend, to the tune of $10.036 
billion. And while that represents a slight decline from 2015 numbers, Borrell stresses radio’s perennial assets—the fact 
that more than 90% of adults listen to radio at least once a week and it remains one of the least-expensive media choices. 
Radio is also placing its bets more and more on online media, which is forecast to grow an eye-popping 36.4%, followed by 
TV (19.7%), cable (5.6%), outdoor (1.6%) and magazines (1.1%). Borrell anticipates steep declines for direct mail (-4.5%), 
newspapers (-4.6%) and directories (6.2%).

Fast Food, Wireless Big Gainers in 2015 Radio Ads. In 2015, radio stations found their fast food looked mighty appetizing; 
indeed, they were grateful to call it “well done.” That’s because last year, radio posted big gains with several fast food and 
quick service advertisers, along with marketers in other key categories including wireless providers, automotive, insurance 
and credit services. This comes according to tracking by Media Monitors exclusive to Inside Radio. In the food category, 
a half-dozen chains upped their radio advertising load last year, with Burger King, 
Wendy’s, Taco Bell, Dunkin Donuts, Jimmy John’s and Subway all increasing spot count 
compared with 2014, according to tracking by Media Monitors. Wendy’s and Burger King, 
in particular, doubled down on radio; Wendy’s spiked its load 53% to 834,686 spots, 
moving up to the no. 10 overall radio advertiser from its no. 23 spot in 2014. Meanwhile, 
Burger King boosted its radio load 138%, running 377,128 spots, and ranking as the 
no. 39 advertiser for 2015, up from no. 114 in 2014. Subway jumped to no. 13 last year 
(709,557 ads) while Taco Bell was no. 26 (494,390) and Dunkin Donuts surged from no. 
155 in 2014 to no. 82 last year (209,643). Jimmy John’s edged up one spot, to no. 81, with 
212,806 spots. McDonald’s is the biggest radio player among food advertisers, ranking 
no. 4 overall in 2015, but shaved its radio load about 2% last year. At the same time, 
several big wireless providers allocated more of their budget to radio as well, including T-Mobile, Sprint and AT&T. And while 
Verizon Wireless and Boost Mobile, traditionally heavy users of radio, pulled back slightly in 2015, they still ranked as top 50 
advertisers across radio, steadying the wireless category. Dealer Associations Also Driven to Spend—Nissan led the 
charge among top spenders; go to InsideRadio.com for the exclusive look.

Univision Prepares a Huge Premiere—Its IPO. Hispanic media giant Univision is rebooting plans to go public, filing 
an amended preliminary prospectus with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission that signals an upcoming initial 
offering. Univision plans to list its shares on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “UVN,” according to media 
reports. Univision initially planned its IPO last fall, but pulled back amid concerns over the sluggish market for first-time public 
companies and weakness among media company stocks, The Wall Street Journal said. So far, Univision has not set pricing 
for its stock or revealed how much money it hopes to generate from selling shares, however investors have set a target 
valuation of $20 billion, The Hollywood Reporter said. Univision is the dominant player in U.S. Spanish-language media, with 
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67 radio stations, 59 TV stations, a broadcast network, cable channels and a digital portfolio. In the prospectus, Univision 
touts the growing strength of the U.S. Hispanic community, noting there were 57 million U.S. Hispanics in 2014 and that the 
population will grow to 77 million by 2030, with Hispanic buying power swelling to $1.7 trillion by 2019. 

NAB, NPR Press FCC on Radio Chips’ Emergency Benefits. The National Association of Broadcasters and NPR have 
called on the FCC to work with wireless providers to turn on dormant radio chips in cellphones, arguing that radio-enabled 
mobile devices can provide important life-saving information in emergencies. In comments filed with the Commission 
Wednesday night, the groups argued for the benefits of the cellphones in times of crisis 
when used in conjunction with wireless emergency alerts (WEA). The comments are in 
response to the FCC’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on improving WEA messages. 
“The Commission should recognize the consumer benefits of free, over-the-air FM 
radio and support industry efforts toward increasing the number of mobile devices with 
activated FM chips,” the groups say in the joint comments. They point to NAB research 
showing that virtually all smartphones sold in the U.S. during the second quarter were 
equipped with an FM tuner, although FM reception was disabled by phone manufacturers 
and wireless carriers in 63% of the devices. “When activated, this built-in feature provides 
Americans with convenient access to the comprehensive, ongoing news and information 
that local radio stations provide before, during and after an emergency,” the groups say. The call it a “logical extension” of 
the current practice of tagging WEA messages with an instruction to “check local media” for more emergency info. Doing 
so would have no adverse impact on wireless networks, they say, and would help relieve congestion by offloading some 
communications traffic to the broadcast system. The proposal has the support of FCC commissioner Jennifer Rosenworcel, 
FEMA administrator Craig Fugate and House leaders on homeland security issues. Read the filing HERE.

FM Translators Tops Oxenford’s 2016 FCC Issues List. Outlining his take on the regulatory issues that will most 
impact broadcasters in 2016, veteran broadcast attorney David Oxenford believes the FCC may resolve a number of 
longstanding proceedings relevant to radio groups. These include the reexamination of EAS rules—which includes a 
proposal for some stations to have multi-language emergency warnings, review of environmental regulations and a look 
at the allocation of FCC costs as reflected in the annual regulatory fees that broadcasters pay. Regarding the continuing 
expansion of FM translators, an issue that has been sorting itself out for over a decade, Oxenford notes, “While the issues 
involving FM translator applications left from the 2003 FM translator window have largely been settled—and thousands 
of new FM translators from that window granted in 2013—there are still applications that remain to be processed.” He 
expects an FCC auction for these final applications to be announced later this year, before a new translator window for 
AM stations is launched in 2017. Later this month, the FCC will open a filing window allowing existing FM translators to 
be moved up to 250 miles to serve an AM station. Less likely to be dealt with in the AM radio world this year are such 
“fundamental issues as lessening protections of clear channel stations or, more dramatically, moving to a fully digitized 
transmission system,” he writes. “But at least there may be some discussion of these issues this year.” Oxenford also 
points to several issues that have seemingly stalled at the FCC, including a reexamination of sponsorship identification 
rules. That issue has been in the headlines following a $540,000 penalty issued to Cumulus Media for failing to explicitly 
identify the sponsor of an issue ad.

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Strata and iHeart Join Forces On Ad 
Targeting… Ferradas to Head Univision Music Division … Cox Ups Rainey to National Sales Post… Read these and other 
stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.
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On The Inside With... Jeff Liberman
As the Latino population attracts 
increased attention from advertisers 
and politicians, 2016 is poised to be 
a banner year for Hispanic media. 
Entravision Communications, with 
radio, TV and digital assets, is well 
positioned to convert that demand into 
revenue, as COO Jeff Liberman knows 
all too well.

The exec talked to Inside Radio about 
his company’s plans for 2016, and how 
Entravision—which reaches 94% of 
U.S. Latinos—is delivering exclusive 
content, from political to mobile to 
original video, across its properties. An 
edited transcript follows.

IR: How do you see the ad market, particularly the 
Hispanic ad market, shaping up for 2016?
 
With the general marketplace, this year we’re going 
to continue to see some of the same [as 2015]. But 
we’ve been able to go in a different direction, beating 
our counterparts significantly [last] year with revenue 
growth. We’re seeing 131 new Latinos born every 
hour, and there has been a bit of a shift from the 
Latino population increasing via immigration to U.S.-
born Latinos. With our various platforms, we can serve 
this market better than anyone. We provide exclusive, 
unique content through our digital and radio properties 
and news on TV stations. We have made tremendous 
investments in continuing to keep the top Spanish-
language personalities under the Entravision umbrella. 
We have re-signed two top talents, the “El Show de 
Erazno y La Chokolata” show and “El Show de Alex ‘El 
Genio’ Lucas,” through the end of 2019, and Piolin is 
under [our] umbrella for at least another two years.

IR:  How much of an impact will 2016 political 
advertising have on your stations?

We are very lucky to have properties in markets in some 
of the battleground states, like Tampa, Orlando, Las 
Vegas and Denver. There is a going to be good amount of 
political spending in those markets. It has started a little 
softer than we anticipated, but we do think there will be 
an increase as we get closer to the primaries and the 
general election. We’ve seen increases in political cycle 
over political cycle, and we don’t see this one being any 
different. In 2012, we did around $17 million and we do 
expect to see more spending.

IR:  What are you doing to cultivate 
more political advertising and build 
awareness with your audience? 

We have partnered with Univision on 
a bipartisan survey of Latino voters. 
We surveyed 2,860 voters ages 18-64 
to ask what are the important issues, 
whether it’s from a Republican or 
Democratic candidate. Everyone 
thinks immigration is No. 1, but it 
came in as the fifth-most important 
issue. No. 1 is the economy, second 
is healthcare, third is education, 
fourth is national security and then 
immigration reform. We’re taking [the 
information] to advertisers to cultivate 

more business and sharing it with elected officials to help 
them understand more about the Hispanic marketplace. 
We have also put up a political website, “Political Para 
Mi,” and, on TV and radio, we have a weekly national 
political program “Perspectiva Nacional,” covering our 
government and communities. With TV and radio and 
our new digital platform Pulpo, we reach all levels of 
acculturation and language, anywhere from Spanish-
dominant to English-dominant Latinos.

IR:  What is your mobile strategy and how does Latino 
mobile usage differ from the general market?

The Latino marketplace…uses tablets or mobile phones 
as their way of connecting to the Internet. So we’ve taken 
a mobile-first vision: We create content for a mobile 
device and then scale it for a desktop. Beyond that, we 
think texting is extremely important to our audiences. 
We have different databases we text out to, like soccer 
scores, weather, border crossing times alerts. We always 
think and act mobile-first. We are releasing our first app 
at the beginning of this year, for “El Show de Erazno y 
La Chokolata.” It is beta and we’re happy with how that 
looks and feels. Very quickly after that, we’ll roll out apps 
for Piolin and Alex Lucas. Show-specific apps are a new 
strategy for [2016]. All the content we’re producing is geo-
targeted for the local marketplace. We’re also going to 
be introducing geo-fencing and that will help advertisers 
a great deal, especially those advertisers, like a car 
dealership, who feel their buyers come from 5-10 mile 
radius, we can geo-fence around that area.

Go To the Video — Liberman talks about the value 
of original online video, and on-demand audio only at 
InsideRadio.com
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 THIS - LAST WEEK ARTIST SONG

CHRISTIAN

ACTIVE ROCK

ADULT ROCK LATIN

ALTERNATIVE

URBAN AC

  1 TYRESE Shame  
 2 2 THE WEEKND Earned It  
  4 JANET JACKSON No Sleeep  
 4 3 KIRK FRANKLIN Wanna Be Happy?  
  7 ADELE Hello  
  5 KEM                            Promise To Love  
 7 6 JANET JACKSON Unbreakable  
  8 LALAH HATHAWAY Angel  
  9 JAHEIM Back In My Arms  
  11 DRAKE Hotline Bling  

  1 TWENTY ONE PILOTS Stressed Out  
  2 CAGE THE ELEPHANT Mess Around  
  3 COLD WAR KIDS First  
  5 COLDPLAY Adventure Of A Lifetime  
  4 SILVERSUN PICKUPS Nightlight  
  6 VANCE JOY Fire And The Flood  
 7 7 NATHANIEL RATELIFF/NIGHT SWEATS S.O.B  
 8 8 DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE The Ghosts Of Beverly Drive  
  10 NOTHING BUT THIEVES Trip Switch  
  11 X AMBASSADORS Unsteady  

 1 1 COLDPLAY Adventure Of A Lifetime  
 2 2 VANCE JOY Fire And The Flood  
  4 CAGE THE ELEPHANT Mess Around  
 4 5 COLD WAR KIDS First  
 5 6 LEON BRIDGES Smooth Sailin’  
 6 3 ADELE Hello  
  11 MUMFORD & SONS Ditmas  
 8 7 NATHANIEL RATELIFF/NIGHT SWEATS S.O.B  
  9 EL VY Return To The Moon  
 10 8 HOZIER Someone New  

  1 MERCYME Flawless  
  2 BIG DADDY WEAVE                My Story  
  3 JORDAN FELIZ The River  
  6 CASTING CROWNS Just Be Held  
  4 JEREMY CAMP                    Same Power  
  5 TOBYMAC f/MR. TALKBOX Feel It   
  7 FRANCESCA BATTISTELLI Holy Spirit  
  8 CHRIS TOMLIN At The Cross (Love Ran Red)  
  9 PASSION f/KRISTIAN STANFILL Even So Come   
  11 LINCOLN BREWSTER               There Is Power  

 1 1 DISTURBED The Light  
  2 FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH Wash It All Away  
  3 SHINEDOWN                      State Of My Head  
  4 HALESTORM I Am The Fire  
  5 SEETHER                        Save Today  
 6 6 GHOST Cirice  
  7 THREE DAYS GRACE               Fallen Angel  
  8 POP EVIL Ways To Get High  
  12 FOO FIGHTERS Saint Cecilia  
  11 NOTHING MORE Here’s To The Heartache  

  4 BANDA SINALOENSE MS SERGIO... Solo Con Verte  
  2 BANDA LOS RECODITOS Pisteare  
 3 1 ARIEL CAMACHO Y LOS PLEBES... Hablemos  
 4 3 BANDA CARNAVAL Te Cambio El Domicilio  
 5 5 LA ADICTIVA BANDA SAN JOSE... Despues De Ti, Quien?  
 6 6 JULION ALVAREZ/BANDA NORTENO Pongamonos De Acuerdo  
  7 GERARDO ORTIZ Por Que Terminamos  
  8 LA ARROLLADORA BANDA EL LIMON Ya Te Perdi La Fe  
  12 DADDY YANKEE El Vaiven  
  13 J BALVIN Ginza 

  2 SELENA GOMEZ Same Old Love  
  1 JUSTIN BIEBER Sorry  
  4 ALESSIA CARA Here  
 4 3 ADELE Hello  
  5 MEGHAN TRAINOR Like I’m Gonna Lose You  
  7 THE WEEKND In The Night  
 7 6 ELLIE GOULDING On My Mind  
  14 JUSTIN BIEBER Love Yourself  
  10 THE CHAINSMOKERS f/ROZES Roses   
  12 TWENTY ONE PILOTS Stressed Out  

  1 DRAKE & FUTURE Jumpman  
  5 BRYSON TILLER Don’t  
 3 2 TORY LANEZ Say It  
  7 YO GOTTI                       Down In The DM  
 5 6 J. COLE No Role Modelz  
 6 4 TRAVI$ SCOTT Antidote  
 7 3 DRAKE Hotline Bling  
  8 BIG SEAN Play No Games  
  9 COLONEL LOUD f/YOUNG DOLPH California    
  11 CHRIS BROWN Back To Sleep  

 1 1 ADELE Hello  
 2 2 MEGHAN TRAINOR Like I’m Gonna Lose You  
  3 SHAWN MENDES Stitches  
 4 4 ELLE KING Ex’s and Oh’s  
  5 ELLIE GOULDING On My Mind  
 6 6 TAYLOR SWIFT Wildest Dreams  
  7 RACHEL PLATTEN Stand By You  
  8 COLDPLAY Adventure Of A Lifetime  
 9 9 X AMBASSADORS Renegades  
  14 JUSTIN BIEBER Sorry  

  1 THOMAS RHETT Die A Happy Man  
  2 JASON ALDEAN Gonna Know We Were Here  
  3 LOCASH I Love This Life  
  4 BROTHERS OSBORNE Stay A Little Longer  
  5 SAM HUNT Break Up In A Small Town  
  8 JANA KRAMER I Got The Boy  
  10 LUKE BRYAN Home Alone Tonight  
 8 6 TIM MCGRAW Top Of The World  
  12 GRANGER SMITH Backroad Song  
  11 KELSEA BALLERINI Dibs  

  1 ADELE Hello  
  2 TAYLOR SWIFT Wildest Dreams  
  3 WALK THE MOON Shut Up And Dance  
  5 MEGHAN TRAINOR Like I’m Gonna Lose You  
 5 4 RACHEL PLATTEN Fight Song  
 6 6 ED SHEERAN Photograph  
  7 JASON DERULO Want To Want Me  
 8 8 ANDY GRAMMER Honey, I’m Good  
  9 ELLE KING Ex’s and Oh’s  
  10 X AMBASSADORS Renegades  

  1 TRAVI$ SCOTT Antidote  
  2 JUSTIN BIEBER Sorry  
  6 DRAKE & FUTURE Jumpman  
 4 4 ALESSIA CARA Here  
 5 3 POST MALONE White Iverson  
  8 THE WEEKND In The Night  
 7 5 DRAKE Hotline Bling  
  9 TORY LANEZ Say It  
 9 7 DEJ LOAF f/BIG SEAN  Back Up  
  13 SELENA GOMEZ Same Old Love  
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

VP/GM
BOISE, IDAHO

We have a rare opening for a 
VP/GM for our 4-station 

Boise radio cluster.  

We also operate a
co-owned TV station, so there 
are lots of opportunities to do 

big things together! 

Looking for a people-oriented, 
culture-building, strategic leader 

who loves to win.
EOE. Referrals or letters of 
interest held in confidence.  

Drop me an e-mail:  
steve.wexler@scripps.com

www.scripps.com

GENERAL MANAGER
WYOMING

Our long-time general manager  
in Cody, Wyoming is retiring.   

 
We’re looking for a sales-oriented  

G.M. with prior senior  
management experience.   

 
Our company owns two clusters 
with a total of nine stations that 

would be your responsibility.   
We also own nine other stations 
in the state with another G.M. 

in place.   
 

Profitable operations currently.  
Equity participation and 

competitive compensation 
package.   

 
To apply, please send letter 
and resume to Larry Patrick, 
Legend Communications at: 

larry@patcomm.com  

SALES MANAGEMENT
Due to recent expansion of our 
company, Forever Media Inc. is 
seeking applicants for several 

positions in sales management 
across our company. If you love 
selling radio and would like teach 

the secrets of your success to 
others, Forever Media would 

like to talk to you about becoming 
part of our team! 

We are a privately owned 
company that is expanding in 
Pennsylvania and surrounding 
areas. Minimum of two years 
sales management or selling 
experience in media sales is 

required. Positions are available in 
our Johnstown, State College and 
Gettysburg/York markets. EOE. 
Send resume, cover letter and 

salary requirements to:  
careers@forevermediainc.com Ads@insideradio.com

http://www.insideradio.com
http://www.insideradio.com
http://www.insideradio.com
http://www.insideradio.com/classifieds/job/

